PRIVATE EQUITY SERVICES
Trusted Partner to Private Equity

Investment Thesis Driven,
Value Creation Focused.
Leading private equity firms hire us when they:

- have investments experiencing complex, transformational challenges
- require strategic thinkers and tactical implementers
- need solutions aligned to their investment thesis

MorganFranklin Consulting is a management advisory firm that assists organizations with complex transformational challenges.

BUY
Navigating short-term requirements while laying a foundation for long-term success.

STABILIZE
Executing strategic operational improvements empowered by thoughtful allocation of capital.

GROW
Maximizing exit valuation and achievement of target returns.

EXIT
Maximizing exit valuation and achievement of target returns.

DUE DILIGENCE
Whether buying or selling, effective due diligence will drive measurable returns.

ADD-ON/INTEGRATION
Inorganic growth “buy and build” strategies rely on effective integration of targets, capturing day one synergies.

TECHNOLOGY
Smart technology buying decisions will maximize return on investment.

CIO ADVISORY
Your investment’s IT needs require leadership with an eye for scalability and compliance.

REPORTING
Clear and timely visibility into the performance and future outlook of your investment optimizes decision making.

IP0 READINESS
The IPO window opens and closes unexpectedly. Maximize your exit by ensuring your investment is ready when the market is right.

POWERFUL MIX OF INDUSTRY VETERANS, BUSINESS CONSULTANTS, AND IT EXPERTS—
we hire experienced professionals

MorganFranklin Consulting is a management advisory firm that assists organizations with complex transformational challenges.